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XPERIENCE THE
WORLD DIFFERENTLY
CBX is a high-tech brand for
the tiniest world explorers.
Our motto: why stay inside when
there’s a whole world outside
for a baby to discover?
That’s why our strollers, chairs,
car seats and carriers are
responsibly designed to bump
comfortably into life and, damn,
still look good. And even though
we’re a world player with a
mass market capacity, we stay
true to our colorful heart,
competitive price ambition and
top-notch quality. Our blend of
smart design, safety and pure
adventure has made CBX a
success in kids’ stores all over
the world and a reference for
mini-rebels, daredevil juniors
and cosmonauts-to-be. Because
just around the block or up to
the beach and the dock, every
trip is a true adventure.
At least, it should be!
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W E LC O M E T O T H E

WORLD OF CBX

Introducing CBX, where functional design
is equipped with smart features for a modern
line of essential baby gear. Safety, convenience
and comfort are at the core of every product.
From car seats and strollers to buggies,
carriers and furniture, CBX offers solutions
that suit your life and fit your budget.
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BUGGIES &
STROLLERS
The choice is yours: select a featureloaded buggy or a travel system with an
infant car seat. CBX buggies offer spacious
comfort for parents and baby from day one.
All CBX buggies come with rain covers.
Count on convenience and flexibility with
a CBX stroller. Loaded with smart features,
they ensure a smooth and comfy ride for parents
and little ones on the go. All CBX strollers come
with rain covers and car seat adapters.
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Yoki
Lightweight Buggy: from birth - 15 kg (approx. 4 years)
Extreme convenience in a modern design. This buggy folds into a
small package for car travel or storage with just one hand. The cozy
backrest offers a stepless recline including a full lie-flat position. If the
road gets bumpy, lock the front swivel wheels for a smoother ride.

One-hand folding system

Lightweight

Quick and convenient,
the Yoki buggy can be
folded with just one-hand
for freestanding storage.

With a weight of only
4.1 kg, the Yoki is easy
to lift and carry.

Infinite recline positions

Front wheels
swivel or fixed

Stepless adjustment
of the seat unit’s backrest
offers nearly endless seat
angles, all the way down
to full recline.

Lock the front swivel
wheels on bumpy surfaces
for easier handling.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 765 x W 495 x H 950;
folded dimensions: L 315 x W 485 x H 930; weight: 4.1 kg
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Yoki

RAIN COVER

INCLUDED

Bumper bar

Shopping basket
Footrest

* Comfy Grey: UPF35, Crunchy Red: UPF40

Front wheels
swivel or fixed

Comfy Grey *

Crunchy Red *

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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Woya
Buggy: from birth - 15 kg (approx. 4 years)
The Shima infant car seat clicks onto the frame of the Woya buggy for a
convenient travel system that takes you from the car to the city. Key features for
parents and child, like the cozy, infinite reclining seat, the one-hand fold, and
the spacious shopping basket offer comfort and convenience from day one.

One-hand, quick-lift
folding system
Quick and convenient,
the Woya buggy can be
folded with just one-hand
for freestanding storage.

Sun canopy
Equipped with a visor
and window, the canopy
shelters your baby from
sun, wind and too much
stimulation.

Shopping basket

Removable snack tray

Pack it all. Store toys
and groceries in the
spacious basket.

Includes a snack tray with
cup holder. Easy to remove
with just one click.

Infinite recline
positions
Stepless adjustment
of the seat unit’s backrest
offers nearly endless
seat angles, all the way
down to full recline.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 875 x W 545 x H 1060;
folded dimensions: L 740 x W 545 x H 400; weight: 8.02 kg and 11.1 kg (including car seat)
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Woya

RAIN COVER

INCLUDED

Travel system with Shima
Shima group 0+ infant car seat

Adjustable legrest
spacious
Shopping basket

Front wheels
swivel or fixed

Comfy Grey

Crunchy Red

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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Misu
Buggy Shopper: from birth - 15 kg (approx. 4 years)
Clean lines, a modern design and equipped with key features for
parents and child, the Misu buggy will take your baby into the city from day
one thanks to its ultra cozy seat, fully reclining backrest and adjustable
legrest. Easily store it when not in use thanks to the quick-lift one-hand,
folding mechanism. The shopping basket is large enough to hold toys
and shopping. Choose from solid or air-filled tires (Misu Air).

One-hand, quick-lift
folding system
Quick and convenient, the
Misu buggy can be folded
with just one-hand for
freestanding storage.

Height-adjustable
handle bar
Conveniently adjusts to
the height of any parent.

XXL sun canopy
Equipped with a visor and
window, the extendable
canopy with a mesh inset
unzips to shelter your baby
from sun, wind and too
much stimulation.

Ultra cozy
seat unit
Equipped with a fully
reclining backrest and
an adjustable legrest,
this cozy seat is made
for long naps.

Shopping basket
Pack it all. Store toys
and groceries in the
spacious basket.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 900 x W 560 x H 1060;
folded dimensions: L 900 x W 560 x L 420; weight: 9.7 kg
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Misu

Peek-a-boo
window

RAIN COVER

INCLUDED

Removable snack tray

Adjustable legrest
SPACIOUS SHOPPING BASKET

Front wheel suspension

Front wheels
swivel or fixed

Comfy Grey

Crunchy Red

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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Misu Air
Buggy Shopper: from birth - 15 kg (approx. 4 years)
Choose the Misu Air with superior suspension
thanks to air-filled rear wheels, if your strolls will take
you over cobblestones and country roads.

One-hand, quick-lift
folding system
Quick and convenient,
the Misu Air buggy can be
folded with just one-hand
for freestanding storage.

Height-adjustable
handle bar
Conveniently adjusts to
the height of any parent.

XXL sun canopy
Equipped with a visor and
window, the extendable
canopy with a mesh inset
unzips to shelter your baby
from sun, wind and too
much stimulation.

Ultra cozy
seat unit
With full back recline and
adjustable legrest.

Superb suspension

Shopping basket

Air-filled wheels at the
rear made for a smooth
ride wherever you are:
from bumpy cobblestones
to uneven country roads.

Pack it all. Store toys
and groceries in the
spacious basket.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 900 x W 575 x H 1060;
folded dimensions: L 900 x W 575 x H 420 cm; weight: 10.5 kg
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Misu Air

Peek-a-boo
window

RAIN COVER

INCLUDED

Removable snack tray

Adjustable legrest
SPACIOUS SHOPPING BASKET
Air-filled
rear wheels
Front wheel suspension

Front wheels
swivel or fixed

Comfy Grey

Crunchy Red

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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Misu & Misu Air

Travel System

Misu / Misu Air

Recline function in the lie-flat position

Travel system ready with Shima
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Misu & Misu Air Travel System

Travel System with Shima
Shima group 0+ infant car seat

Spacious and comfortable – a travel system in a modern design with key
features for parents and child. Choose from solid or air-filled tires. Simply click the Shima
group 0+ infant car seat onto the Misu / Misu Air frame for a convenient travel system.
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Etu
Compact Fold Buggy: from birth - 15 kg (approx. 4 years)
Etu goes wherever you go. Thanks to the smart, one-hand folding
feature with handy carry strap it can be folded small enough to be cabin
luggage suitable on planes. A modern design equipped with key features for
parents and child, like the cozy, infinite reclining seat, and the lightweight
chassis offer comfort and convenience from day one.

One-hand folding
Quick and convenient,
the Etu buggy can be
folded with just one hand
for quick and spacesaving storage.

Shopping basket
Pack it all. Store toys
and groceries in the
spacious basket.

Lightweight and
cabin luggage suitable

Infinite recline
positions

With a weight of only 6.8 kg,
the Etu is easy to lift and
carry. The compact fold of
the Etu makes it the perfect
buggy for parents who
love to travel.

Stepless adjustment of
the seat unit’s backrest
offers nearly endless
seat angles, all the way
down to full lie-flat.

Adapters for branded
car seat group 0+
Available as accessory.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 820 x W 425 x H 1010;
folded dimension: L 285 x W 425x H 515; weight: 6.8 kg
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Etu

TRANSPORT

BAG &COVER
RAIN
RAIN
COVER
INCLUDED

INCLUDED

IDEAL FOR
T R AV E L

Adjustable legrest

Shopping basket

*

Comfy Grey: UPF35, Crunchy Red: UPF40

Front wheel suspension

Comfy Grey *

Crunchy Red *

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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Etu Plus
Compact Fold Buggy: from birth - 15 kg (approx. 4 years)
The compact and stylish Etu Plus combines a fun ride with flexibility,
stability and comfort. Choose the Etu Plus version for a XXL sun
canopy, bumper bar and bigger wheels than Etu. Thanks to the quick
release function on the four wheels, the compact fold of Etu Plus
makes it the perfect buggy for parents who love to travel.

One-hand folding

Lightweight and
cabin luggage suitable

Infinite recline
positions

With a weight of only
7.6 kg, the Etu Plus is
easy to lift and carry.

Stepless adjustment of
the seat unit’s backrest
offers nearly endless
seat angles, all the way
down to full lie-flat.

Quick release

XXL sun canopy

Easy to remove front
and back wheels.

Equipped with a visor and
window, the extendable
canopy with a mesh inset
unzips to shelter your baby
from sun, wind and too
much stimulation.

Adapters for branded
car seat group 0+

Quick and convenient,
the Etu Plus buggy can
be folded with just one
hand for quick and
space-saving storage.

Available as accessory.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 870 W 480 x H 1050;
folded dimensions: L 205 x W 425 x H 510; weight: 7.6 kg
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Etu Plus

TRANSPORT
BAG & RAIN
COVER

INCLUDED

IDEAL FOR
T R AV E L

Peek-a-boo window

Bumper bar

Adjustable legrest

Shopping basket
Bigger wheels

Front wheel suspension

*

Comfy Grey: UPF35, Crunchy Red: UPF40

Front wheels
swivel or fixed

Comfy Grey *

Crunchy Red *

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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Etu & Etu Plus

Travel System

Etu / Etu Plus

Recline function in the lie-flat position

Travel system ready with Shima
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Etu & Etu Plus Travel System

Travel System with Shima
Shima group 0+ infant car seat

The one-hand compact fold mechanism makes
the stroller convenient and easy to use.
Combined with Shima you have the perfect,
cosy travel system for easy rides with your
baby. The very compact fold of the Etu and Etu
Plus enables you to take it wherever you go –
it’s even suitable as cabin luggage on planes.
But that’s not all – Shima clicks onto the frame
of the Etu and Etu Plus for a convenient travel

system that takes your little one from the car
into the city. All you need is to take your buggy
Etu or Etu Plus, set up the backrest recline to
the lie-flat position, take the car seat Shima
or Aton CBX and using the adapters (available
separately) click the car seat onto the buggy
and you will have your travel system ready for
a walk. Compatible with branded car seats
group 0+, adapters available separately.
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Kody
stroller with reversible seat unit: From birth – 15 kg (approx. 4 years)
The striking frame of Kody, together with the sliding seat unit make this stroller
look remarkable. The unique CBX DNA together with some smart features will make
you happy. Kody also comes in a 'lux' version, with leather look details.

Ergonomic lie-flat
position

Big wheels with
suspension

The sliding seat turns
every walk into a delightful
experience by moving the
center of gravity.

A supreme suspension
on 4 wheels ensures a
smooth ride.

QUICK RELEASE
ON 4 WHEELS
Easy to remove front
and back wheels for fast
storage.

TRAVEL SYSTEM WITH CBX
OR BRANDED Car seatS
(not included)
Adapters for car seat 0+
are included.

XXL sun canopy
Equipped with a visor, the
extendable canopy with
a mesh inset unzips to
shelter your baby from
sun, wind and too much
stimulation.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 820 X W 520 X H 1120; folded dimensions: L 480 X W 520 X H 830;
weight of frame: 6.7 kg; weight of seat unit: 3.1 kg; total weight: 9.8 kg
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Kody

RAIN COVER

INCLUDED

XXL sun canopy

removable bumper bar

Adjustable legrest
spacious shopping basket
back wheel
suspension

Front wheel suspension
Front wheels
swivel or fixed

*

Comfy Grey: UPF35, Crunchy Red: UPF40

Kody

Kody Lux

Comfy Grey *

Crunchy Red *

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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Kody Cozy
stroller with reversible seat unit + soft cot: From birth – 15 kg (approx. 4 years)
The striking frame of Kody, together with the sliding seat unit make this
stroller look remarkable. The unique CBX DNA together with some smart features
will make you happy. Kody Cozy means you get an extra soft cot in your package.
Kody Cozy also comes in a 'lux' version, with leather look details.

Ergonomic lie-flat
position

Big wheels with
suspension

The sliding seat turns
every walk into a delightful
experience by moving the
center of gravity.

A supreme suspension
on 4 wheels ensures a
smooth ride.

QUICK RELEASE
ON 4 WHEELS
Easy to remove front
and back wheels for fast
storage.

TRAVEL SYSTEM WITH CBX
OR BRANDED Car seatS
(not included)
Adapters for car seat 0+
are included.

XXL SUN CANOPY

SOFT COT

Equipped with a visor, the
extendable canopy with
a mesh inset unzips to
shelter your baby from
sun, wind and too much
stimulation.

Take your newborn baby
out in the soft cot. When
the child is sitting in the
seat unit, you can turn
the soft cot into a nice
footmuff and a ventilating
seat-inlay.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 820 X W 520 X H 1120; folded dimensions: L 480 X W 520 X H 830;
weight of frame: 6.7 kg; weight of seat unit: 3.1 kg; weight of soft cot: 1,3 kg; total weight: 11.1 kg
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Kody Cozy

RAIN COVER

INCLUDED

removable bumper bar
soft cot/footmuff
+ ventilating seat inlay

Adjustable legrest
spacious shopping basket
back wheel
suspension

Front wheel suspension
Front wheels
swivel or fixed

*

Comfy Grey: UPF35, Crunchy Red: UPF40

Kody
Cozy

Kody
Cozy Lux
Comfy Grey *

Crunchy Red *

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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Kody Pure
stroller with reversible seat unit + carry cot: From birth – 15 kg (approx. 4 years)
The striking frame of Kody, together with the sliding seat unit make this stroller
look remarkable. The unique CBX DNA together with some smart features will make
you happy. Kody Pure means you get an extra foldable carry cot in your package.
Kody Pure also comes in a 'lux' version, with leather look details.

Ergonomic lie-flat
position

Big wheels with
suspension

The sliding seat turns
every walk into a delightful
experience by moving the
center of gravity.

A supreme suspension
on 4 wheels ensures a
smooth ride.

QUICK RELEASE
ON 4 WHEELS
Easy to remove front
and back wheels for fast
storage.

TRAVEL SYSTEM WITH CBX
OR BRANDED Car seatS
(not included)
Adapters for car seat 0+
are included.

XXL sun canopy

FOLDABLE CARRYCOT

Equipped with a visor, the
extendable canopy with
a mesh inset unzips to
shelter your baby from
sun, wind and too much
stimulation.

This full size carrycot can
smartly be folded for easy
transport or storage.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 820 X W 520 X H 1120; folded dimensions: L 480 X W 520 X H 830;
weight of frame: 6.7 kg; weight of seat unit: 3.1 kg; weight of carrycot: 4,6 kg; total weight: 14.4 kg
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Kody Pure

RAIN COVER

INCLUDED

foldable carrycot

striking frame

spacious shopping basket
back wheel
suspension

Front wheel suspension
Front wheels
swivel or fixed

*

Comfy Grey: UPF35, Crunchy Red: UPF40

Kody
Pure

Kody
Pure Lux
Comfy Grey *

Crunchy Red *

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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Onida Flex
Stroller with 2-in-1 Seat: from birth - 15 kg (approx. 4 years)
A spacious, reclining seat unit with a minimalistic frame offers comfortable
rides for your little one wherever you go. Turn the seat unit into a prambody
or attach the Shima infant car seat to take newborns and small babies
from the car into the city. For older babies, the reclining backrest offers
comfortable sitting and reclining positions while the lockable front swivel
wheels ensure a smooth ride for everyone. One seat, two ways to use it:
turn the seat into a prambody or keep it as a seat unit.

Minimalistic frame
The frame of the Onida
stands out in a modern,
minimalist design with essential features for parents
and baby. Lockable front
swivel wheels ensure agile
turns or a steady ride.

2-in-1 reversible
seat unit / prambody
Turn the seat into a
prambody or keep it as a
seat unit with a boot cover
and a removable bumper
bar. As a seat unit, it is
reversible to be parent or
forward-facing.

2 recline positions

Spacious shopping basket

From sitting upright to
reclining for naps, the
two positions of the
backrest are quick and
easy to adjust.

Ready for a day out.
Bring baby’s toys, your
necessities and still have
room for some groceries in
the spacious basket.

I NFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 800 x W 580 x H 1100; folded dimensions: L 540 x W 580 x H 990;

weight of frame: 6.5 kg; weight of seat unit 4.4 kg; total weight: 10.9 kg
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Onida Flex

RAIN COVER

INCLUDED

Warm and cozy
boot cover

RT I B
BLLEE
NVVEER
CCOON

TTOO
AA

T
UNNIIT
SS E A T U

Spacious
shopping basket

Front wheels
swivel or fixed

Comfy Grey

Crunchy Red

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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ONIDA FLEX

Travel System

Seat unit

Prambody

Travel system with Shima
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Onida Travel System

Travel System with Shima
Shima group 0+ infant car seat

Use the Onida Flex as a 3-in-1 travel system. A spacious and comfortable
travel system in a modern design with key features for parents and children.
Just attach Shima infant car seat onto the frame. The adapters are included.
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Bimisi Flex
Stroller with 2-in-1 Seat: from birth - 15 kg (approx. 4 years)
A trendy frame holds a spacious seat unit that reverses to be parent
or forward-facing. Turn the seat unit into a prambody to take newborns
and small babies from the car into the city. For older children, the reclining
backrest offers three perfect positions and the rear wheel suspension
ensure a smooth ride for everyone. One seat, two ways to use it: turn
the seat into a prambody or keep it as a seat unit.

Trendy frame with
rear suspension

2-in-1 reversible
seat unit / prambody

The frame of the Bimisi
stands out in a modern,
minimalist design with essential features for parents
and baby. Rear suspension
wheels ensure a smooth
ride on all surfaces.

Turn the seat into a
prambody or keep it as a
seat unit with a boot cover
and a removable bumper
bar. As a seat unit, it is
reversible to be parent or
forward-facing.

Height-adjustable
handle bar

Adapters for
branded car seat
group 0+ (included)

Conveniently adjusts to the
height of any parent.

3 recline positions
From upright sitting to
a comfortable angle for
naps, the position of the
backrest is quick and
easy to adjust.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 1020 x W 650 x H 1100; folded dimensions: L 475 x W 650 x H 960;
weight of frame: 7 kg; weight of seat unit 4.4 kg; total weight: 11.4 kg
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Bimisi Flex

RAIN COVER

INCLUDED

Warm and cosy
boot cover
RT I B
BLLEE
NVVEER
CCOON

TTOO
AA

T
UNNIIT
SS E A T U

Spacious
shopping basket
Rear wheel suspension
Quick
release wheels

Front wheels
swivel or fixed

Comfy Grey

Crunchy Red

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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Bimisi Pure
Stroller with Seat Unit + Carry Cot: from birth - 15 kg (approx. 4 years)
Essential features are integrated into a minimalistic design. A foldable carry
cot, a separate seat unit with removable bumper bar and car seat adapters complete
this versatile stroller. Features such as a peek-a-boo window and a XXL sun canopy
are included in the seat unit of this modern and minimalistic stroller.

Trendy frame with
rear suspension
The frame of the Bimisi
stands out in a modern,
minimalist design with essential features for parents
and baby. Rear suspension
wheels ensure a smooth
ride on all surfaces.

3 recline positions
From upright sitting to
a comfortable angle for
naps, the position of the
backrest is quick and
easy to adjust.

Reversible seat unit
Turn the seat unit to
be parent or forwardfacing. Add the separate,
foldable carry cot to
use it from birth.

Height-adjustable
handle bar
Conveniently adjusts to
the height of any parent.

Separate foldable
carry cot
The foldable carry cot
ensures an optimal lie-flat
position for babies. It’s easy
to fold and bring along as a
portable baby bed.

Adapters for
branded car seat
group 0+ (included)

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 1020 x W 650 x H 1100; folded dimensions: L 940 x W 650 x H 320;
weight of frame: 7 kg; weight of seat unit 3.7 kg; weight of carry cot: 4.6 kg; total weight: 15.3 kg
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Bimisi Pure

RAIN COVER

INCLUDED

Warm and
cozy Apron
SSEEPPAARRATTEE

S E AT U N I T

Spacious
shopping basket
Rear wheel suspension
Front wheels
swivel or fixed

Comfy Grey

Crunchy Red

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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Leotie Flex
Stroller with 2-in-1 Seat: from birth - 15 kg (approx. 4 years)
A full range of features in a modern design. Superior suspension offers comfortable
rides from day one. The Leotie Flex stands out with versatility and style. One seat,
two ways to use it. Convert the seat into a prambody or keep it as a seat unit. As
a seat unit, the Leotie Flex is reversible to be parent or forward-facing.

Superb suspension
Enjoy a walk for as long
as you and baby like. From
bumpy cobblestones to
uneven country roads,
the superior suspension
ensures a smooth ride
wherever you are.

Height-adjustable
handle bar
Conveniently adjusts to the
height of any parent.

2-in-1 reversible
seat unit / prambody
Depending on the age of
your baby, turn the seat
into a prambody or keep it
as a seat unit with a boot
cover and a removable
bumper bar.

3 recline positions
From upright sitting to
a comfortable angle for
naps, the position of the
backrest is quick and
easy to adjust.

Adapters for
branded car seat
group 0+ (included)

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 1010 x W 650 x H 1140; folded dimensions: L 410 x W 650 x H 1060;
weight of frame: 7.5 kg; weight of seat unit 4.4 kg; total weight: 11.9 kg
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Leotie Flex

RAIN COVER

INCLUDED

Warm and cozy
boot cover
RT I B
BLLEE
NVVEER
CCOON

TTOO
AA

T
UNNIIT
SS E A T U

Spacious
shopping basket

SUPERB
SUSPENSION

Front wheels
swivel or fixed

Quick
release wheels

*

also available with black leather details.

Leotie
Flex

Leotie
Flex Lux*
Comfy Grey

Crunchy Red

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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Leotie Pure
Stroller with Seat Unit + Carry Cot: from birth - 15 kg (approx. 4 years)
The Leotie Pure stroller has a modern design and is loaded with features.
From the reversible, reclining seat unit to a matching carry cot – the Leotie Pure offers
it all. Superior suspension and a foldable carry cot offer comfortable rides from day one.
Features such as a peek-a-boo window, a XXL sun canopy and a removable bumper
bar are included in the seat unit of this modern stroller.

Superb suspension

Reversible seat unit

Enjoy a walk for as long
as you and baby like. From
bumpy cobblestones to
uneven country roads,
the superior suspension
ensures a smooth ride
wherever you are.

Turn the seat unit to
be parent or forwardfacing. Includes a
removable bumper bar.

3 recline positions

Height-adjustable
handle bar

From upright sitting to
a comfortable angle for
naps, the position of the
backrest is quick and
easy to adjust.

Conveniently adjusts to
the height of any parent.

Separate foldable
carry cot
The foldable carry cot
ensures an optimal lie-flat
position for babies. It’s easy
to fold and bring along as a
portable baby bed.

Adapters for
branded car seat
group 0+ (included)

INFORMATION: L 1010 x W 650 x H 1140; folded dimensions: L 410 x W 650 x H 1060;
weight of frame: 7.5 kg; weight of seat unit: 3.7 kg; weight of carry cot: 4.6 kg; total weight: 15.8 kg
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Leotie Pure

RAIN COVER

INCLUDED

Warm and
cozy Apron
SSEEPPAARRATTEE

S E AT U N I T

Spacious
shopping basket
SUPERB
SUSPENSION
Quick
release wheels

Front wheels
swivel or fixed

Comfy Grey

Crunchy Red

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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Leotie Lux
Stroller with Seat Unit + Carry Cot: from birth - 15 kg (approx. 4 years)
Framed by luxurious leather accents, the modern design of the Leotie Lux stroller
is loaded with features. From the reversible luxury seat unit and matching carry cot
with leather accents to the height adjustable leather grip handle bar and superior
suspension on its wheels – the Leotie Lux is a league of its own.

Superb suspension
Enjoy a walk for as long
as you and baby like. From
bumpy cobblestones to
uneven country roads,
the superior suspension
ensures a smooth ride
wherever you are.

3 recline positions
From upright sitting to
a comfortable angle for
naps, the position of the
backrest is quick and
easy to adjust.

Reversible luxury
seat unit

Separate foldable
carry cot

Turn the luxurious
seat unit to be parent
or forward-facing.
Includes a removable
bumper bar.

The foldable carry cot
ensures an optimal lie-flat
position for babies. It’s easy
to fold and bring along as a
portable baby bed.

Height-adjustable
handle bar

Adapters for
branded car seat
group 0+ (included)

Conveniently adjusts to
the height of any parent.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 1010 x W 650 x H 1140; folded dimensions: L 410 x W 650 x H 1060;
weight of frame: 7.5 kg; weight of seat unit: 3.9 kg; weight of carry cot: 4.6 kg; total weight: 16 kg
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Leotie Lux

RAIN COVER

INCLUDED

Warm and
cozy Apron

Leather
accents

SSEEPPAARRATTEE

S E AT U N I T

Spacious
shopping basket
SUPERB
SUSPENSION
Quick
release wheels

Front wheels
swivel or fixed

Comfy Grey

Crunchy Red

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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CAR SEATS
An infant car seat is an essential from day one
to keep your baby safe and snug on car rides. As
your baby grows into a toddler, a larger car seat
will provide optimized safety during car travel.

SHIMA | 44

ATON CBX | 46

YARI | 54

SOLUTION 2 | 56

XELO | 48

AURA | 50

Shima
Car Seat Group 0+: from birth - 13 kg (approx. 18 months)
Shima is a rearward facing infant car seat for children from birth up to
13 kg, made to be sold together with several CBX strollers and buggies using
the corresponding adapters. Features such as the removable new born
inlay helps to keep your baby’s head from tipping forward while sleeping
and can be removed for more space as your baby grows.

Removable NEW
BORN INLAY

Padded 5-point harness

Removable sun canopy

With one-pull adjustment.

Perfect protection against
wind and sun.

Near-flat position
for premature and
small babies.

Compatible with
Shima Base-Fix
Enables quick
installation of the Shima
infant car seat in your
car (not included).

Compatible with
several CBX strollers
and buggies

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 670 x W 430 x H 560; weight: 3.1 kg
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*

Comfy Grey: UPF35, Crunchy Red: UPF40

Shima

Comfy Grey *

Crunchy Red *

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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Aton CBX
Car Seat Group 0+: from birth - 13 kg (approx. 18 months)
Essential from day one, safety and design standards come together in the
Aton CBX infant car seat. The Aton CBX is an infant car seat that was designed to
keep your baby safe and snug. Safety is the top priority at CBX. In the event of a
collision, the Aton CBX offers increased safety by reducing the forces of the impact
in due to the energy reducing shell, which guides them away from the baby.

Energy absorbing shell
The structure reduces
the forces of a sideimpact collision and
protects the baby.

Padded Y-HARNESS
With one-pull adjustment.

Removable NEW
BORN INLAY
Near-flat position
for premature and
small babies.

Compatible with
Aton CBX Base-Fix
Enables quick
installation of the
Aton CBX infant car
seat in your car
(not included).

Removable sun canopy
Perfect protection against
wind and sun with UPF 50+.

Compatible with
several CBX strollers
and buggies

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 650 x W 440 x H 540; weight: 3.9 kg
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Aton CBX

Comfy Grey

Crunchy Red

Truffy Brown

Cozy Black
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Xelo
Car Seat Group 1 - 2 - 3: from 9 - 36 kg, UN R44/04
Xelo has a clean design, is extremely lightweight and is equipped with keyfeatures like L.S.P., latch connections and an adjustable headrest. The car
seat is a group 1 - 2 - 3 car seat for children from 9 - 36 kg, from approx.
9 months up to 12 years, that attaches to the car chassis with latches for
extra safety and stability. Reaching 15 kg, you can take out the impact shield
and you can use it as a Yari car seat group 2 - 3.

LATCH-CONNECT-SYSTEM
This car seat is equipped
with our latch-connectsystem for an easy
installation as well as
extra stability and safety.

IMPACT SHIELD FOR
CHILDREN 9 - 18 KG
Reduces the risk of serious
neck injuries without confining the child. Converts
into a Yari group 2 - 3
car seat without impact
shield when the child
reaches 15 kg.

LINEAR SIDEIMPACT PROTECTION
(L.S.P. SYSTEM)
The L.S.P. absorbs the
impact forces early on,
effectively protecting the
head and upper body in a
side-impact collision.

12-POSITION HEIGHTADJUSTABLE HEADREST
The adjustable headrest
offers 12 positions for
customized adjustment
as your child grows.

EXTREMELY LIGHTWEIGHT

ADJUSTABLE BACKREST

Allows an easy change
between vehicles and puts
less strain on your back.

Perfectly adjusts to
the vehicle seat for
improved safety.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 525 x W 390 x H 630; weight: 4.9 kg
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Xelo

<5kg

Integrated air ventilation
system for a comfortable
seat temperature

removable and washable
cover (handwash 30 °C)

Crunchy Red

Cozy Black

Orangy Blue

Orangy Grey
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Aura
Car Seat Group 1 - 2 - 3: from 9 - 36 kg
The Aura car seat is a group 1/2/3 car seat for children from 9 months to
approx. 12 years (9-36 kg). As a Group 1 seat, the Aura features an impact shield.
For children from 15 kg (approx. 3 years and above) the seat can be easily
converted into a Solution 2. The impact shield reduces the force of impact by
distributing it evenly over energy-absorbing materials. The double-walled sideimpact protection brings additional safety in the event of an accident.

Double-walled sideimpact protection

7-position heightadjustable headrest

The double-walled
design offers advanced
protection in the event of
a side-impact collision.

The adjustable headrest
offers 7 positions for
customized adjustment
as your child grows.

Lightweight

Adjustable backrest

Allows an easy change
between vehicles and puts
less strain in your back.

Perfectly adjusts to
the vehicle seat for
improved safety.

Adjustable impact
shield for children
9 - 18 kg
Reduces the risk
of serious neck
injuries without
confining the child.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 440 x W 490 x H 650; weight: 6.8 kg
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Aura

Removable and machine
washable cover

Comfy Grey

Crunchy Red

Truffy Brown

Cozy Black
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Aura-Fix
Car Seat Group 1 - 2 - 3: from 9 - 36 kg
The Aura-fix car seat is a group 1/2/3 car seat for children from 9 months to
approx. 12 years (9 - 36 kg) that attaches to the car chassis with ISOFIX connectors
for extra safety and stability. As a Group 1 seat, the Aura-Fix features an impact
shield. For children from 15 kg (approx. 3 years and above) the seat can be easily
converted into a Solution 2-fix. The impact shield reduces the force of impact by
distributing it evenly over energy-absorbing materials. The double-walled sideimpact protection brings additional safety in the event of an accident.

ISOFIX Connect
This car seat is equipped
with ISOFIX Connect for
easy installation as well as
extra stability and safety.

Adjustable impact
shield for children
9 - 18 kg
Reduces the risk
of serious neck
injuries without
confining the child.

Double-walled sideimpact protection

7-position heightadjustable headrest

The double-walled
design offers advanced
protection in the event of
a side-impact collision.

The adjustable headrest
offers 7 positions for
customized adjustment
as your child grows.

Lightweight

Adjustable backrest

Allows an easy change
between vehicles and puts
less strain in your back.

Perfectly adjusts to
the vehicle seat for
improved safety.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 440 x W 490 x H 650; weight: 8 kg
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Aura-Fix

Removable and machine
washable cover

Comfy Grey

Crunchy Red

Truffy Brown

Cozy Black
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Yari
Car Seat Group 2 - 3: from 15 - 36 kg, UN R44/04
Yari is minimalistic, extremely lightweight and equipped with key-features like
L.S.P., latch connections and an adjustable headrest. The car seat is a group
2 - 3 car seat for children from 15 - 36 kg, from approx. 3 up to 12 years, that
attaches to the car chassis with latches for extra safety and stability.

LATCH-CONNECT-SYSTEM
This car seat is equipped
with our latch-connectsystem for an easy
installation as well as
extra stability and safety.

LINEAR SIDEIMPACT PROTECTION
(L.S.P. SYSTEM)
The L.S.P. absorbs the
impact forces early on,
effectively protecting the
head and upper body in a
side-impact collision.

EXTREMELY LIGHTWEIGHT

ADJUSTABLE BACKREST

Allows an easy change
between vehicles and puts
less strain in your back.

Perfectly adjusts to
the vehicle seat for
improved safety.

12-POSITION HEIGHTADJUSTABLE HEADREST
The adjustable headrest
offers 12 positions for
customized adjustment
as your child grows.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 525 x W 390 x H 630; weight: 3.9 kg
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Yari

<4kg

removable and washable
cover (handwash 30 °C)

Integrated air ventilation system
for a comfortable seat temperature

Crunchy Red

Cozy Black

Orangy Blue

Orangy Grey
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Solution 2
Car Seat Group 2 - 3: from 15 - 36 kg
The Solution 2 car seat is a group 2/3 car seat for children from
15 - 36 kg, from approx. 3 up to approx. 12 years. The double-walled
side-impact protection brings additional safety in the event of an accident
while the adjustable headrest offers customizable comfort.

Double-walled sideimpact protection

7-position heightadjustable headrest

The double-walled
design offers advanced
protection in the event of
a side-impact collision.

The adjustable headrest
offers 7 positions for
customized adjustment
as your child grows.

Lightweight

Adjustable backrest

Allows an easy change
between vehicles and puts
less strain in your back.

Perfectly adjusts to
the vehicle seat for
improved safety.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 440 x W 490 x H 650; weight: 5.4 kg
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Solution 2

Removable and machine
washable cover

Comfy Grey

Crunchy Red

Truffy Brown

Cozy Black
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Solution 2-Fix
Car Seat Group 2 - 3: from 15 - 36 kg
The Solution 2-Fix stands out with a modern design and key safety features,
including double-walled side-impact protection, ISOFIX -Connect, and a height
adjustable headrest. The Solution 2-Fix car seat is a group 2/3 car seat for
children from 15 - 36 kg, from approx. 3 up to approx. 12 years, that attaches to
the car chassis with ISOFIX connectors for extra safety and stability.

ISOFIX Connect
This car seat is equipped
with ISOFIX Connect for
easy installation as well as
extra stability and safety.

Double-walled sideimpact protection

7-position heightadjustable headrest

The double-walled
design offers advanced
protection in the event of
a side-impact collision.

The adjustable headrest
offers 7 positions for
customized adjustment
as your child grows.

Lightweight

Adjustable backrest

Allows an easy change
between vehicles and puts
less strain in your back.

Perfectly adjusts to
the vehicle seat for
improved safety.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 440 x W 490 x H 650; weight: 6.6 kg
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Solution 2-Fix

Removable and machine
washable cover

Comfy Grey

Crunchy Red

Truffy Brown

Cozy Black
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INTERIOR
Smart and stylish, CBX Interior brings modern
baby furniture into your home. Designed with
convenient features, the CBX Interior collection
offers everything you and your baby need.

LUYU | 62

ELSU | 66

TAIMA | 70

HUBBLE AIR | 72

ANOKI | 68

Luyu
Highchair Designed in Germany: 6 months - 15 kg (approx. 3 years)
Dinner time was never easier. Your child will sit comfortably and safely
at the table, thanks to the washable seat cushion, a comfortable footrest,
and the adjustable five-point harness. When your little one is done, the
Luyu’s second tray makes clean up quick and easy.

Minimalistic design

Footrest

Second tray

Clean lines and smooth,
rounded surfaces together
with a matching, patterned
seat cushion make the
Luyu a perfect choice for
the modern home.

The built-in footrest
offers a comfortable
sitting position.

A second tray makes
the cleanup convenient
and quick.

5-point harness

Easy assembly

Keep your little one safely
seated in the highchair.

No screws needed easy assembly in a
couple of minutes.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 570 x W 570 x H 860; weight: 4.9 kg
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Comfy Grey
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Luyu

Sleepy Blue

Snowy White

Softly Rose
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Luyu XL
2-in-1 highchair Designed in Germany: 6 months - 15 kg (approx. 3 years)
Luyu XL is convincing not only because of the simple and minimalistic design
but also because this highchair is made for standard size (75 cm) and kitchen
island tables (92 cm). Two highchairs in one. This variety of 4 colors will
perfectly fit to your home and will make your baby feeling comfy while eating.

Minimalistic design

Footrest

Second tray

Clean lines and smooth,
rounded surfaces together
with a matching, patterned
seat cushion make the
Luyu a perfect choice for
the modern home.

The built-in footrest
offers a comfortable
sitting position.

A second tray makes
the cleanup convenient
and quick.

5-point harness

For standard size and
kitchen island tables

Keep your little one safely
seated in the highchair.

This highchair allows
you to seat your baby at
a standard size table
(75 cm) as well as at a
kitchen island table
(92 cm) thanks to the extra
legs included in the box.

Easy assembly
No screws needed easy assembly in a
couple of minutes.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 670 x W 725 x H 1045; weight: 4.8 kg
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Comfy Grey
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Sleepy Blue

Snowy White

Softly Rose
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Elsu
FOLDABLE HIGHCHAIR: 6 months - 15 kg (approx. 3 years)
For small spaces, the foldable Elsu highchair is a perfect choice. The spacesaving design allows for easy storage – thanks to the wheels it can easily be
maneuvered around the home. Elsu has two versions available: laminated
or coated version, both of them are washable with a damp cloth.

Foldable highchair

Footrest

5-point harness

The easy, compact
folding mechanism allows
for easy storage.

The built-in footrest
offers a comfortable
sitting position.

Keep your little one safely
seated in the highchair.

Adjustable tray

Equipped with wheels

The adjustable tray offers
3 positions for customized
adjustment to accom
modate all sizes.

Equipped with wheels,
this highchair can easily be
moved around the house.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 510 x W 750 x H 1100;
folded dimensions: L 510 x W 320 x H 700; weight: 5.9 kg
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Elsu

Comfy Grey

Sleepy Blue

Snowy White

Softly Rose
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Anoki
Highchair: 6 months - 15 kg (approx. 3 years)
The feature-rich Anoki highchair combines function with
design. The Anoki highchair is height-adjustable for easy feeding,
folds when not in use and has a second tray for easy clean up.
Anoki has two versions available: laminated or coated version,
both of them are washable with a damp cloth.

Footrest
The built-in footrest
offers a comfortable
sitting position.

Adjustable and
second tray
3 -Position adjustable tray
to accommodate all sizes
together with a second tray
which makes the clean up
convenient and quick.

6-position heightadjustable

3-position backrest
recline system

Adjust the highchair to
a convenient height.

The backrest reclines
to adjust to the most
convenient position.

Foldable highchair

Padded 5-point harness

The easy, folding
mechanism allows for
easy storage.

Keep your little one safely
seated in the highchair.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 850 x W 545 x H 1120;
folded dimensions: L 330 x W 545 x H 125; weight: 6.8 kg
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Anoki

Comfy Grey

Sleepy Blue

Snowy White

Softly Rose
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Taima
Highchair: from birth - 15 kg (approx. 3 years)
Conveniently bring baby to the dining table from birth in the Taima highchair.
The adjustable height feature in 7-positions and full recline position
make this highchair suitable from birth while the toy arch keeps baby
entertained while you eat. Taima has two versions available: laminated or
coated version, both of them are washable with a damp cloth.

NEW BORN INLAY with
head cushion
For babies, the seat can
be reduced to a suitable
size with the seat reducer.

Adjustable and removable
tray + second tray
3 -Position adjustable tray
to accommodate all sizes
together with a second tray
which makes the clean up
convenient and quick.

Extra toy arch

Adjustable legrest

The toy arch keeps baby
entertained while you eat.

Adjust the legrest to a
convenient height when
the highchair is reclined.

Foldable highchair

Full recline

The easy, folding
mechanism allows for
easy storage.

The full recline position
makes this highchair
suitable from day one.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 975 x W 570 x H 1140;
folded dimensions: L 390 x W 570 x H 1140; weight: 9.02 kg
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Comfy Grey

Sleepy Blue

Snowy White

Softly Rose
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Hubble Air
Sleeping Together Crib: From Birth
Stay close to your little one with this height-adjustable crib. This
function allows you to fit the height of your bed with one side lowered
down. Use it as a separate crib by raising the side as baby gets
older. Equipped with a breathable mattress and bottom panel
for optimized air circulation. Take it with you on your travels, the
crib folds up for storage at home or in the car.

Breathable
Mattress and Bottom

Foldable

Transport Bag

Easy folding
mechanism for
storage only in
a few seconds.

Allows easy
transportation.

Sleeping Together
F unction

11-Position HeightAdjustable

Mesh on Both Sides

Keep baby within
reach with this height-
adjustable crib.

Adjust the crib to a
convenient height. For
babies suffering from colic
or a cold, you can adjust
the angle of the mattress
to raise the head.

The breathable construction
with mesh on both sides
together with the breathable
mattress and bottom ensure
an optimized air circulation.

For perfect air
circulation and easy see
through to your baby.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 950 x W 510 x H 770;
folded dimensions: L 950 x W 510 x H 140; weight: 11.8 kg
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Hubble Air

Snap-Hook for Accessories

White Hydrophilic Sheet
(100% Cotton) Included

Comfy Grey

Dreamy Beige
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BABY
CARRIER
Keep your baby close and safe in the
CBX baby carrier. Safe and snug from
birth, your baby stays snuggled against
you while you have your hands free.

MY.GO | 76

MY.GO
Baby Carrier: from birth - 20 kg (approx. 5 years)
Crafted from soft fabric, the MY.GO carrier adjusts to fit all parents
and babies and can be used from birth. Keep your baby close and your
hands free in this soft carrier. Comfortably adjustable carry straps for
parents and four carry position for your baby make carrying comfortable
for everyone. Positioned with a naturally rounded back in the spreadsquat position, your baby can be carried from birth.

Ideal weight distribution

Extra-wide seat panel

Individual adjustability

Weight distribution away
from the shoulders makes
carrying comfortable for
long periods of time.

The carrier’s sitting area
can be adjusted to ensure
the hip-healthy spreadsquat position.

Adjust the carrier for
individualized comfort for
baby and parent.

Four Different Carrying Positions

0 - 3 months
(with integrated seat reducer)

3 - 6 months
(without seat reducer)

3 - 6 months
(hip position)

6 month - 5 years
(back position)

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 690 x W 50 x H 520;
waist belt length: 700 - 1630; weight: 0.5 kg
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MY.GO

Padded Shoulder Belts

Head Support for Newborns

Integrated Seat-Insert

Snap-Hook for Accessories

Comfy Grey

Crunchy Red

Jeansy Blue

Smoky Anthracite
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CYBEX GmbH - Riedingerstr. 18 - 95448 Bayreuth - Germany
www.mycbx.com
The pictures of products and the measurements in this catalogue are for indication purposes only.
Products may vary and we reserve the right to make product changes.

